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1.

The characterization of biological systems with respect to their behavior and functionality
based on versatile biochemical interactions is a major challenge. To understand these
complex mechanisms at systems level modeling approaches are investigated. Different
modeling formalisms allow metabolic models to be analyzed depending on the question to
be solved, the biochemical knowledge and the availability of experimental data. Here, we
describe a method for an integrative analysis of the structure and dynamics represented
by qualitative and quantitative metabolic models. Using various formalisms, the metabolic
model is analyzed from different perspectives. Determined structural and dynamic
properties are visualized in the context of the metabolic model. Interaction techniques
allow the exploration and visual analysis thereby leading to a broader understanding of
the behavior and functionality of the underlying biological system. The System Biology
Metabolic Model Framework (SBM 2 – Framework) implements the developed method
and, as an example, is applied for the integrative analysis of the crop plant potato.
Keywords: metabolic modeling, integrative analysis, kinetic analysis, flux balance analysis, petri net analysis,
topological analysis

INTRODUCTION

Metabolic models have been reconstructed for an increasing
number of organisms to understand complex biochemical
processes. At least 54 bacterial, 6 archaeal, and 16 eukaryotic
reconstructions are available to-date while many others are
under development (Xu et al., 2013). In addition, resources
such as Path2Models (Büchel et al., 2013) provide draft models
for a large number of organisms. Such metabolic models are
composed of biochemical reactions and associated experimental
parameters of the biological system under investigation. Different
metabolic models can be reconstructed depending upon the
completeness of knowledge about the detailed interaction
mechanisms in a biological system. The metabolism is thereby
roughly represented in large and mostly qualitative models
and smaller, but more quantitative models (Steuer and
Junker, 2008). Different model sizes and knowledge details
allow the structural and dynamic properties to be analyzed
using different modeling formalisms. For further details on
modeling formalisms in Systems Biology the reader is referred
to (Machado et al., 2011). Several modeling formalisms entail
different analysis techniques facilitating the investigation of a
metabolic model from different perspectives and thus, revealing
complementary insights.
A couple of review papers evaluated modeling formalisms
(Wiechert, 2002; Steuer and Junker, 2008; Hübner et al., 2011; Koch
et al., 2011; Machado et al., 2011; Pfau et al., 2011; Dandekar et al.,
2012) and revealed among others kinetic, Petri net, stoichiometric,
and topological modeling methods as well-established. The
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strengths and weaknesses of each formalism are summarized in
Figure 1.
Kinetic modeling using ordinary differential equations (ODEs)
includes detailed quantitative descriptions on the biochemical
processes and therefore requires often difficult to obtain kinetic
rate equations and parameters. Due to this, kinetic modeling
is generally limited to smaller models, but leads to quantitative
predictions and reveals dynamic behavior of the underlying
biological system (Resat et al., 2009). Petri net modeling is
powerful due to several Petri net extensions for qualitative and
quantitative analysis. The stochastic effects involved in quantitative
predictions and system dynamics can be accounted for by using,
for example, the stochastic Petri net (SPN) simulation. However,
these extensions complicate the qualitative analysis (Baldan et al.,
2010). Stoichiometric modeling using optimization-based analysis
such as flux balance analysis (FBA) (Orth et al., 2010) allows
for quantitative predictions due to the steady-state assumption.
A static description of the biochemical processes is therefore
sufficient when including stoichiometric, thermodynamic, and
enzyme capacity constraints. Thus, stoichiometric modeling is
applicable for large models, but is limited in revealing the dynamic
behavior of the underlying biological system (Lewis et al., 2012).
Topological modeling considers only the topological information
of models (not limited in model size) and can identify structures
and robustness against disturbances. Using, for example, centrality
analysis (Koschützki and Schreiber, 2008) different importance
concepts provide insights into key elements based on metabolite
or reaction graphs (Steuer and Junker, 2008).
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FIGURE 1 | Metabolism is represented in large and mostly
qualitative models and smaller, but more quantitative models.
Different modeling formalisms that depend on the completeness of
knowledge about the detailed interaction mechanisms are utilized to
gain knowledge on the underlying biological system. Each modeling
formalism is applied to different models as indicated by the

Some of the introduced metabolic modeling formalisms are
already investigated in different approaches to analyze metabolic
models at the system level and to overcome problems due to
the lack of experimental data. Described methods either extent
qualitative models with obtained analysis results to investigate a
follow-up quantitative analysis, or models are reduced to assign
less data for quantitative analysis. In most cases, such as Birch et al.
(2014) and Chowdhury et al. (2014), the stoichiometric formalism
FBA is used to obtain flux distributions, which are utilized to derive
ODEs for kinetic analysis (Resat et al., 2009). Methods using the
Petri net formalism for model reduction to integrate less data
for kinetic analysis are described by Chen et al. (2011), Gilbert
and Heiner (2006), and Koch and Heiner (2008). An advanced
method is presented by Machado et al. (2010) whereby Petri net
formalism is applied to integrate both of the aforementioned
methods for model reduction and a follow-up kinetic analysis.
Grafahrend-Belau et al. (2013) combined overview kinetic models
(household models) with FBA toward a quasi-dynamic FBA.
Heiner et al. (2012) and Nagasaki et al. (2010) propose a unifying
Petri net framework comprised of a family of related Petri net
types. In this approach qualitative, stochastic and continuous Petri
net analyses are conducted by converting different Petri net types
into each other.
Here, we introduce an integrated approach, which complements
the presented approaches through a formalization leading to
a standardized, transformable, and extensible abstraction of
metabolism. This method allows the investigated metabolic
models to be integrated, utilizing different well-established
modeling formalisms and at the same time maintaining a
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corresponding colors and possesses strengths (+) and weaknesses
(−). The integration of the independent modeling formalisms mitigates
the weaknesses (−) and leads to the potential of the integrated
analysis indicated in parentheses (major + or minor ± improvement,
explanations are given in the Results and Discussion section). Adapted
from Steuer and Junker (2008).

standardized visualization. Moreover, the integration of analysis
results with corresponding elements of the metabolic model leads
to a combination of model structure and model dynamics. Several
interaction techniques support the exploration and interpretation
of the gained analysis results to provide a comprehensive
understanding of the underlying biological system.

2.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

In general, metabolic models are networks consisting of different
elements such as metabolites and reactions with relations between
these elements and additional attributes. Thus, a suitable data
structure for metabolic models is a graph. Dependent upon
the modeling formalism, graphs with different structure and
attributes are able to represent kinetic, Petri net, stoichiometric,
or topological models. Each of these graphs contains nodes
(metabolites and/or reactions), which are related to each other
through edges.
Following the concept of generalization, different specific
graphs representing qualitative and quantitative metabolic models
(Figure 2C) are generalized into a unified graph (Figure 2A).
This concept allows a standard graphical representation to be
maintained (Figure 2B) and additionally, to transform the
unified graph into specific graphs to apply different modeling
formalisms. Some formalisms utilize a reduced structure and
attribute set of the unified graph to perform analyses (this
will be described in detail in the Transformation Section).
Using our method, the analysis results from different formalisms
are visualized in the context of the metabolic model through
data assignment functions (Figure 2D). Thus, the underlying
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FIGURE 2 | Concept for an integrative analysis of metabolic models
including: (A) formalization (G Unified with M metabolite and R reaction
nodes, different edge types: ci consumption irreversible, cr
consumption reversible, pi production irreversible, pr production
reversible, and i inhibition), (B) visualization in SBGN-PD,

biological system is characterized from different perspectives
providing complementary insights. Using interaction techniques,
the subsequent visual analysis is conducted. Furthermore, analysis
results can be integrated in other formalisms to constrain this
analysis and thereby make them either feasible or more precise.
The following sections introduce the concept depicted in
Figure 2 in detail.
2.1.

FORMALIZATION

With the aim to formally represent qualitative and quantitative
metabolic models a directed, attributed, bipartite graph (called
the unified graph) is defined as follows.
Definition 2.1 (unified graph). The unified graph G Unified = (M,
R, E, A) is a directed, attributed, bipartite graph consisting
of two finite, non-empty sets M of metabolites and R of
reactions, whereby both sets are disjoint M ∩ R = ∅. Other finite
sets are directed edges E ⊆ (M × R) ∪ (R × M ) and attributes
A = {type, stoichiometry, localization, label, concentration, capacity,
rate, boundaries, objective function}, which are assigned to nodes
and edges using the following functions:
• type: E → {ci, pi, cr, pr, i} is a function, which assigns a
type to each edge (ci consumption irreversible, pi production
irreversible, cr consumption reversible, pr production
reversible, or i inhibition). A directed edge from a metabolite to
a reaction is of type ci, cr, or i [i.e., ∀e ∈ (M × R): type(e) =
ci ∨ type(e) = cr ∨ type(e) = i] and a directed edge from a
reaction to a metabolite is of type pi or pr [i.e., ∀e ∈ (R × M ):
type(e) = pi ∨ type(e) = pr]. To easily distinguish between
reversible and irreversible edges, reversible edges are illustrated
using a double-headed arrow, with the black arrow-head
denoting the main direction from substrate (consumed
metabolite) to product (produced metabolite) of a reaction.
• stoichiometry: E 0 → R>0 is a function, which assigns a positive
real number greater than 0 to each edge of type ci, cr, pi, or pr
out of the set E 0 = {e ∈ E| ¬ (type(e) = i)}.
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(C) transformation in different specific graphs: G Kinetic dark green, G Petri net
light green, G Stoichiometric light blue, and two topological graphs G Metabolite
and G Reaction dark blue, and (D) integration of different analysis results
(colors represent results from different analysis performed using
specific graphs).

• label: M ∪ R → Σ* is a function, which assigns a word over the
alphabet to each metabolite and each reaction.
• localization: M → Σ* is a function, which assigns a word over
the alphabet to each metabolite.
• capacity: M → R≥0 ∪ {∞} is a function, which assigns a positive
real number or infinity {∞} to each metabolite.
• concentration: M → R≥0 is a function, which assigns a positive
real number to each metabolite. Additionally, the concentration
of a metabolite has to be less than or equal to the capacity of the
metabolite, ∀m ∈ M: concentration(m) ≤ capacity(m).
• rate: R→{{h, j}, h, j, {}} is a function, which assigns a kinetic
rate equation j ∈ J, whereby J is a set of all kinetic rate equations
or a positive real number (stochastic rate) h ∈ R≥0 or the empty
set to each reaction.
• boundaries: R → (lower, upper), with lower, upper ∈ R≥0 , and
lower ≤ upper is a function, which assigns an ordered pair of
positive real numbers to each reaction, whereby the lower bound
has to be smaller than or equal to the upper bound.
• objective function: R → {0, 1}, with ∀r, r 0 ∈ R: objective function
(r) = 1 ∧ objective function (r 0 ) = 1 ⇒ r = r 0 , is a function,
which assigns 0 or 1 to each reaction, whereby only one reaction
receives the value 1 (for optimization).
Furthermore, the following requirements must be fulfilled:
For all reactions r ∈ R applies: (1) there exists at least one
incoming and one outgoing edge (whereby the incoming edge is
not of type i) and (2) if one incoming or outgoing edge is reversible
(irreversible) than all incoming and outgoing edges are reversible
(irreversible). With this rule a reaction is either connected to
reversible edges or irreversible edges but not a combination of
them.
Between a metabolite m ∈ M and a reaction r ∈ R there are at
most two edges e, e 0 ∈ E of different types. If two edges e and e 0
connect m with r the type of e is ci and the type of e 0 is i. This case
describes a substrate inhibition at high substrate concentrations,
whereby a metabolite is substrate and inhibitor at the same time.
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FIGURE 3 | Basic elements of the unified graph (left) and the
corresponding SBGN-PD visualization (right): (A) irreversible reactions,
(B) inhibition of irreversible reactions, (C) localization (compartment) of

If one edge e connects r with m and another edge e 0 connects
m with r the type of e is pi and the type of e 0 is i. In this case, a
product inhibition is modeled with a metabolite as product and at
the same time inhibitor of a reaction.
An explicit formulation of both cases for reversible reactions
is not needed because the reaction mechanisms already provide
implicit substrate- and product inhibition.
Moreover, the following sets are defined to simplify the
transformation of the unified graph into specific graphs for
analysis. The edge set E is composed of three subsets,
E = Ei ∪ Eir ∪ Er . The subset of inhibitory edges is Ei = {e ∈
E|type(e) = i}, the subset of irreversible edges is Eir = {e ∈ E|type(e)
= ci ∨ type(e) = pi} and the subset of reversible edges is
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metabolites (samecolor), (D) reversible reactions, (E) inhibition of reversible
reactions, (F) export reactions (top irreversible and bottom reversible), and
(G) import reactions (top irreversible, bottom reversible).

Er = {e ∈ E|type(e) = cr ∨ type(e) = pr}. The set of metabolites M
consists of a subset of metabolites Mcp , which are either consumed
or produced in reactions Mcp = {m ∈ M|∃r ∈ R: (m, r) ∈ Er ∨ (m,
r) ∈ Eir } ∪ {m 0 ∈ M |∃r ∈ R:(r, m 0 ) ∈ Er ∨ (r, m 0 ) ∈ Eir }.
To assign analysis results to nodes and edges of the unified graph,
data assignment functions that integrate calculated structural and
dynamic data are used (this will be described in detail in the
Transformation section).
Due to the definition of the unified graph with a rich
attribute set qualitative and quantitative metabolic models can be
represented and additionally visualized using standards. Figure 3
illustrates the basic elements of the unified graph and the
corresponding visualization in SBGN-PD.
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2.2.

VISUALIZATION

In order to derive a standardized graphical representation
of the unified graph the Systems Biology Graphical Notation
(Le Novère et al., 2009) (SBGN ) is utilized. SBGN has been
developed to interpret biological models easily without the need
for extensive descriptions using three sub-languages. SBGN-PD
(Moodie et al., 2011) is the Process Description sub-language
visualizing the temporal dependencies of biological interactions
in detail and is thus suited for the metabolic models encoded in
the unified graph.
The translation of the unified graph in a SBGN-PD visualization
is based on the following schema. All elements of the metabolite
set m ∈ M (reaction set r ∈ R) are visualized using simple
chemicals ∈ entity pool nodes (process ∈ process nodes). All elements
of the edge set e ∈ E are visualized using arcs of the set connecting
arcs based on the assigned type. Edges of type ci are visualized
using consumption arc, pi using production arc, cr using production
arc in the opposite direction, pr using production arc and i using
inhibition arc, respectively.
The edge attribute stoichiometry is visualized using cardinality
and the metabolite attribute localization is visualized using
compartment, which is a container for metabolites defined for
this location. The localization of reactions is independent of a
compartment, hence, a reaction could be located within, outside or
on top of the border of a compartment. Import or export reactions
in SBGN-PD are defined using the additional symbol source and
sink ∈ entity pool nodes, see Figure 3.
Furthermore, interaction techniques allow the exploration and
subsequent visual analysis leading to a broader understanding of
the behavior and functionality of the underlying biological system
(which will be described in detail in the Results and Discussion
section).
2.3.

TRANSFORMATION

Overall, five transformations from the unified graph (G Unified ) into
the specific graphs (G Kinetic , G Petri net , G Stoichiometric , G Metabolite ,
G Reaction ) have to be performed as a prerequisite to analyze
a metabolic model using different modeling formalisms. The
different models, modeling formalisms and the transformation
from G Unified into G Stoichiometric are described in the following.
The transformations from G Unified into G Kinetic , G Petri net , and into
both of the topological graphs G Metabolite , G Reaction are defined in
the Supplementary Material.
2.3.1.

Kinetic model

A kinetic metabolic model (ODE model) consists of a structural
description of relations between metabolites and reactions and
is extended with detailed kinetic data including rate equations,
metabolite concentrations, and additional kinetic parameters. The
kinetic model is represented by the kinetic graph (G Kinetic ), which
is transformed from the unified graph (G Unified ), see Figure 2C
and for details Definition 1.1 in Supplementary Material. This
transformation results in no structural differences, but in a
reduced attribute set.
To analyze the kinetic metabolic model its kinetic graph
is converted in ODEs, which are numerically solved (Resat
et al., 2009). Changes in metabolite concentrations and reaction
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rates over a period of time are obtained as the results of the
analysis.
2.3.2.

Petri net model

A Petri net metabolic model can be defined using different Petri
net types. Here, we refer to extended qualitative place/transition
Petri nets (eP/T nets) and extended quantitative stochastic Petri
nets (eSPNs). The extension includes continuous tokens (to model
metabolite concentrations), continuous arc weights (to model
non-integer stoichiometry), continuous place capacities (to model
limited resources), and inhibitor arcs (to model inhibition). An
inhibition is modeled using an inhibitor arc from a place to a
transition meaning that the transition can only fire if no token is
on that place. The transition may only fire when the place is empty.
Both Petri net types share the same structure, but eSPNs are
specialized by weights for the exponentially distributed random
variable (firing time) assigned to transitions. For further details
on Petri nets for modeling metabolic models the reader is referred
to Baldan et al. (2010). The Petri net model is represented by the
Petri net graph (G Petri net ), which is transformed from the unified
graph (G Unified ), see Figure 2C and for details Definition 1.2 and
Figure S1 in Supplementary Material. This transformation results
in structural differences (reversible reactions are represented using
a pair of irreversible reactions for both directions) and a reduced
attribute set.
A Petri net metabolic model can be analyzed qualitatively or
quantitatively. For the qualitative analysis, the Petri net graph is
converted into a linear equation system, which can be solved
to derive invariants describing main pathways (T-invariants)
or metabolite conservation (P-invariants) of a metabolic model
[more details in Murata (1989), Baldan et al. (2010), and Reisig
(2013)]. Furthermore, all possible states are calculated using
the reachability analysis and if the reachability graph cannot
be constructed then the coverability graph is calculated instead
(infinite state-space). The main purpose of the quantitative
analysis (simulation) of a Petri net metabolic model is to include
stochastic effects. The reactions can additionally be weighted with
reaction rates to conduct a more constraint stochastic simulation
revealing changes in metabolite concentrations over a number of
simulation steps.
2.3.3.

Stoichiometric model

Compared to both of the aforementioned models a stoichiometric
model consists of stoichiometric reactions without quantities,
such as metabolite concentrations, or reaction rates. Due to the
steady-state assumption, the regulatory effects resulting from
enzymes or inhibitors are neglected; see Orth et al. (2010) for
more details.
Definition 2.2 (stoichiometric graph). The unified graph
G Unified is transformed in a directed, attributed, bipartite
stoichiometric graph G Stoichiometric = (MS , RS , ES , AS ) with a
metabolite set MS = Mcp , which is a subset of the set M in G Unified .
Metabolites with only inhibitory interactions to reactions are not
considered. The reaction set in G Stoichiometric RS = R equals the
reaction set R set in GUnified and the edge set in G Stoichiometric
ES = Eir ∪ Er is a subset of the set E in GUnified . Edges of type i
are excluded. The attribute set in G Stoichiometric AS ⊆ A is a subset
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of the set A in G Unified with AS = {type, stoichiometry, localization,
label, boundaries, objective function}.
Figure 2C and for details Figure S4 in Supplementary Material
depict the transformation of inhibited reactions from G Unified into
G Stoichiometric and thereby detailing the difference between both
graphs. This transformation results in structural differences (no
inhibitions) and a reduced attribute set. Thereby, all regulatory
information and quantitative data are lost.
Using the stoichiometric graph, a metabolic model can
be validated utilizing the Dead-End analysis or Gap-Finding
analysis revealing blocked reactions or dead-end metabolites. To
examine the flow of metabolites through a metabolic model the
stoichiometric graph is converted into a system of mass balance
equations at steady-state, which are solved by minimizing or
maximizing an objective function. This optimization can be
conducted using a linear optimization instead of a non-linear
optimization to handle the problem of alternate optimal solutions.
Applicable optimization-based methods are FBA, flux variability
analysis (FVA), robustness analysis (RA), and knockout-analyses
(KA) resulting in a flux distribution, minimal and maximal fluxes,
sensitivity curves, and sensitivity values, respectively. For a detailed
description of optimization-based methods the reader is referred
to (Lewis et al., 2012).
2.3.4.

Topological models

Metabolic models are analyzed according to topological properties
in order to understand the importance of key elements, structure,
and robustness against disturbances. Since the metabolite graph
(nodes represent metabolites, edges reactions) and reaction graph
(nodes represent reactions, edges metabolites) are predominantly

used for topological analysis (Steuer and Junker, 2008) the
unified graph G Unified is transformed into both, see Figure 2C
(For details see Definition 1.3 and Figure S2 in Supplementary
Material for metabolite graph and Definition 1.4 and Figure S3 in
Supplementary Material for reaction graph). This transformation
results in structural differences (unipartite graphs) and a reduced
attribute set. Thereby, all regulatory information and quantitative
data are lost.
Topological analysis of the metabolic model based on its
metabolite graph or reaction graph is conducted using the
corresponding adjacency matrix. A shortest path analysis results in
paths (subgraphs which could be the graph itself). Furthermore,
centrality analysis with different centrality measures leads to a
ranking of graph elements according to different importance
concepts. For further details on different centrality measures the
reader is referred to Koschützki and Schreiber (2008).
2.4.

INTEGRATION

To integrate structural and dynamic analysis results in the unified
graph, which have been computed using specific graphs, data
assignment functions are applied. To focus on several analysis
methods, we chose typical examples from a number of analysis
methods comprised in the different modeling formalisms. Using
these analysis methods, two sets of data types are generated: vectors
of numeric values and graph elements, which are assigned to
different graph elements of the unified graph, see Table 1.
Numeric values of the vector (nv ∈ NV ) are assigned to
elements of the unified graph (M metabolite, R reaction, and E
edge) using the assignment function zn: M, R, E → NV, whereby
the vector could comprise numeric values (e.g., sensitivity values),

Table 1 | Summary of typical examples of analysis methods and corresponding results produced with different modeling formalisms grouped in
data types, which will be assigned to different graph elements [metabolite nodes (M), reaction nodes (R ), and edges (E )] of the unified graph.
Modeling formalisms

Kinetic modeling

Typical examples of analysis methods

Kinetic analysis
Invariant analysis

Petri net modeling

Reachability analysis

Optimization-based

R

x

x

reaction rates over time

numeric values

P- and T-invariants

Vector of numeric values

xa

xa

Graph

xa

xa

xa

xa

Metabolite concentrations,

Vector of step dependent

reaction rates over steps

numeric values

Dead-ends

Nodes

x

Gap-finding

Gaps

Nodes

x

FBA

Flux distribution

Vector of numeric values

RA

Sensitivity curve

KA

Sensitivity value

analysis

FVA
Topological modeling

G Unified
M

Vector of time dependent

graph

Stoichiometric analysis

Data types

Metabolite concentrations,

Reachability graph/coverability

Stochastic analysis

Stoichiometric modeling

Analysis results

Min/max flux values of
reactions

x

Vector of flux dependent

x

numeric values
Vector of numeric values

x

Vector of numeric value pairs

x

Centrality analysis

Centrality values

Vector of numeric values

x

x

Shortest path

Shortest path

Graph

xb

xb

a

Analysis results from forward and backward reactions of the Petri net are integrated into the corresponding reversible reactions in the unified graph.

b

Analysis results from edges of the metabolite graph or reaction graph correspond to several edges and nodes in the unified graph.
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pairs of numeric values (e.g., min and max fluxes), and a set
of time, step, and flux value dependent numeric values (e.g.,
metabolite concentrations over time, steps and sensitivity curves,
respectively).
Another type of analysis results data are the elements of graphs,
which are assigned to the unified graph using the assignment
function zg : M, R, E → Mx , Rx , Ex , whereby x can be replaced
with P Petri net, S stoichiometric, K kinetic, M metabolite, or R
reaction to define the specific graphs. As an example, Gap-Finding
analysis results in a set of metabolites of the stoichiometric graph,
which must be assigned to metabolites in the unified graph using
zg : M → MS .
These assignment functions provide the basis for the
visualization of the analysis results in the context of the metabolic
model. Furthermore, interaction techniques such as brushing &
linking and animation support the exploration, for example, of
different Petri net invariants in the context of the metabolic
model [for more details concerning interaction techniques see Von
Landesberger et al. (2011)]. An integrated visualization by means
of an application using the developed method is represented in the
Results and Discussion section.

3.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

In conclusion, the developed method allows previously separated
well-established modeling formalisms to be combined into
one application using one workflow, supported by interaction
techniques and integrated visualizations in the context of
the metabolic model. The method mitigates the weaknesses
(−) of independent modeling formalisms as explained in the
Introduction section and leads to major (+) or minor (±)
improvements of an integrated analysis as already depicted in
Figure 1.
In detail, using the integrated approach it is not required to
define detailed kinetics to derive quantitative predictions and
reveal dynamic behavior of the underlying biological system.
Instead, using some parameters the Petri net simulation or
stoichiometric modeling method FBA could be performed
to approximate kinetic simulations. Thus, larger models are
applicable in the integrated approach leading to analysis results,
which could be again integrated to analyze the model further.
Additionally, qualitative analysis can be conducted for extended
Petri nets using another integrated formalism such as Dead-End
analysis or centrality analysis. Quantitative predictions can be
revealed for a qualitative model with a static description using
stoichiometric analysis.
Hence, different modeling formalisms complement each
other even through, overlaps between the introduced metabolic
modeling formalisms exist. For example, the stoichiometric matrix
used in the stoichiometric modeling formalism to derive mass
balance equations corresponds to the incidence matrix of the
Petri net formalism used to derive an equation system solved for,
e.g., invariant analysis. In the case of structural analysis, both the
stoichiometric and the Petri net formalism could be utilized to
reveal, for example, Dead-End metabolites. Additionally, Petri net
T-invariants correspond to flux modes, which could be directly
calculated using the stoichiometric analysis method elementary
flux modes (not presented here).
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The described method is implemented as an Add-on for the
VANTED system (Rohn et al., 2012), called the System Biology
Metabolic Model Framework (SBM 2 – Framework). It utilizes
and extends VANTEDs functionality for the interpretation of
experimental data and for analyzing metabolic models with
different modeling formalisms.
In order to characterize the metabolic functionality and
behavior of the crop plant potato (Solanum tuberosum) an
integrative analysis is performed using the described method. Due
to its main component, starch in the potato tuber, potato is of
great importance as food and in industry, for example, for the
production of fuel. Therefore, a major aim of plant breeding is
to improve the distribution of biomass within the plant in favor
of harvestable plant parts. Based on the homogeneous tissue of
the potato tuber the main flux of metabolites is from sucrose to
starch (Geigenberger et al., 2004). The investigation of sucrose
degradation can be conducted. Almost all genes of this pathway are
already known and thus provide the basis for the reconstruction
of a metabolic model of the potato tuber.
Using a kinetic model representing the sucrose breakdown in
the developing potato tuber (Junker, 2004) the integrative analysis
is performed and analysis results are shown in Figure 4A. The
model comprises of 15 reactions and 17 metabolites located in
the cytosol. Sucrose (Suc) is converted into hexose phosphates
(e.g., glucose-6 phosphate, G6P) utilized in glycolysis (Glyc) and
as precursors for starch synthase (StaSy). The pathways Glyc, starch
biosynthesis, and energy consumption (ATP cons ) are modeled as
summarized reactions. This is a necessary simplification to avoid
unknown transport processes into additional compartments. To
describe the environment the model is extended through sucrose
import (Imp) and starch export reactions (Exp).
The kinetic analysis results in time-course diagrams converging
toward a steady-state producing starch, which can be increased
by an overexpression of the enzyme invertase (Inv) as described
in Junker (2004). The consequence of the overexpression can be
compared and visually analyzed to investigate both situations side
by side in the model, see Figures 4A,B.
To perform a stochastic simulation the steady-state reaction
rates generated by the kinetic analysis are used to weight
the reactions of the eSPN. The stochastic simulation results
in increasing and decreasing metabolite concentrations, which
oscillate with different amplitudes (data not shown). The results
indicate the production of starch and the utilization of reactions
with different probabilities.
Additionally, the invariant analysis reveals beside 3 P-invariants
(reflecting substance conservation) 19 T-invariants, which can
be grouped in trivial and non-trivial T-invariants. Each of the
seven trivial T-invariants corresponds to a reversible reaction.
The non-trivial T-invariants can be differentiated in a group of
nine representing the cleavage of sucrose by invertase and another
group of three where the sucrose is cleaved by sucrose synthase.
These T-invariants reflect the main processes that are pathways
taking place in the metabolic model in reality (Koch et al., 2005).
One of the T-invariants is illustrated in Figure 4A by adding
numbers (firing counter) to the corresponding reactions. Sucrose
is initially cleaved by invertase, leading to the production of hexose
phosphates, which are metabolized in Glyc and starch biosynthesis.
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FIGURE 4 | Integrative analysis of the sucrose breakdown in the
potato tuber. (A) The kinetic analysis results in time-course diagrams of
metabolites and reactions (left wild type, right overexpression of Inv ),
(B) enlarged view of both diagrams for metabolite starch. Petri net
invariant analysis results in T-invariants, one is represented using numbers
(firing counter, left lower corner in pink) assigned to reactions. The

The stoichiometric analysis (irrespective regulatory processes),
using only three steady-state reaction rates (Inv = 0.16 µM/FW/s,
SuSy = 4.89 µM/FW/s, ATPcons = 100 µM/FW/s) to constrain
the fluxes for these reactions, results in a flux distribution, which
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steady-state flux distribution resulting from FBA optimized for
maximization of starch biosynthesis is depicted as edge thickness (gray
edge indicates 0 flux). (C) The topological analysis (shortest path
betweenness centrality analysis) of the metabolite graph results in a
(D) ranked table. Two metabolites are selected in the table (blue), which
correspond to the highlighted (red) nodes in (A,C).

is comparable to the kinetic analysis results. In Figure 4A, the
edge thickness corresponds to flux values. The flux through the
starch biosynthesis reaction with 6.42 µM/FW/s is equal to the
one of the kinetic analysis. Additionally, the reaction AdK is not
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utilized as can be seen in results of the kinetic and Petri net
analysis.
Using the metabolite graph, see Figure 4C, the structure of the
potato model is investigated. To identify important metabolites
that occur on the shortest paths between two nodes in a ranked way
the shortest path betweenness (SPB) centrality analysis is conducted.
As a result, the table in Figure 4D illustrates Suc and G6P, which
are selected to be highlighted in Figures 4A,C. Both metabolites
are very important in the model, indicating that without these
metabolites the reactions of starch biosynthesis and Glyc could
not be processed.
In summary, using the integrative analysis allows different
modeling formalisms to be investigated in one workflow. An
integrated and interactive visualization of the analysis results
leads to an advantage over the use of each modeling formalism
independently. This helps to compare analysis results from
different formalisms within one metabolic model and allows for
the investigation of analysis results from one formalism in another,
as mentioned in the use case.

4.

CONCLUSION

We described a method, which is able to bring together different
metabolic modeling formalisms. The integration is realized by a
unified graph, enabling graph transformations, and a visualization
in a standardized and formalized way. The unified graph supports
user interaction and thereby allows different analysis results to be
explored in the context of the metabolic model. The application
reveals structural and dynamic properties of the crop plant
potato utilizing the integrative analysis. The method has been
implemented as an extension of the VANTED system and could
also be applied to other model types, but we have focused here on
metabolic models as an application area.
Combining different modeling formalisms opens many
possibilities for future research. Additional analysis algorithms
can be added to study metabolic models in more detail. We
plan to extend the method for different types of models such as
gene regulatory models to investigate further cellular processes.
This extension requires the adaptation of the unified graph,
adding of appropriate modeling formalisms, and corresponding
transformations. Furthermore, the visualization has to be adapted
to represent different types of models in SBGN using, for example,
the sub-language SBGN-AF for gene regulatory models.
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